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Secure Cloud Email Archiving for Business Continuity, Document Retention, and
eDiscovery, with unlimited 24/7/365 live support included.

Policy-Based Archiving

Set multiple retention periods with different policy filters for your organization’s
various needs and override filters for legal holds.

Email Continuity

Read and reply to email if your server goes offline. All incoming and outgoing
emails are indexed and archived in real-time and are instantly available
anytime, anywhere.

Reliable

RestorEmail uses the highly reliable, replicated and infinitely expandable Amazon
cloud (AWS and S3) by default.

“Thanks to Greenview Data's cloud archiving, we
were able to continuously communicate with
customers via email after a server outage.”
Minimizes Compliance Risk

RestorEmail helps you meet ever-expanding
State and Federal regulations; and provides security,
business continuity and peace-of-mind that all your emails are
archived, indexed and quickly searchable.

Scalable and Flexible

Your RestorEmail archive can be replicated to other cloud technologies,
including Rackspace (OpenStack), Google and Softlayer.

Seamlessly Integrates with Email Hosting

RestorEmail works seamlessly with all leading email hosting systems,
like MS Exchange, Zimbra and others.

Affordable Guaranteed Protection

Starting at only $1/month/user*, protect your business from potential
disruptions to users, servers and infrastructure level and guarantee
that your business communications will continue transparently.

Curtis Hays
Core3 Solutions

Configurations

Choose from Business Continuity or Unlimited PolicyBased Archiving for full compliance. Both include our
unlimited 24/7/365 live support.

Business Continuity Edition

Keeps a 30-day running archive of all your incoming
and optionally outbound email, fully indexed, searchable and retrievable. If your mail service is down, you
can read and reply to email and even compose new
messages. It requires a SpamStopsHere subscription.

Full Archiving Edition

Archives all your incoming and optionally outbound
email for document retention, eDiscovery, search and
quick retrieval. Set policy filters for different retention
durations and overrides for legal holds.

Contact us anytime.

We’re always here. 24/7/365.
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